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Description
It is possible in some cases plugins create a duplicate component registry or try to register a component that has already been registered. We should be more defensive about these situations.

Associated revisions
Revision 43dfbf08 - 01/21/2020 04:01 PM - Tomer Brisker
Fixes #28821 - Make component registry resilient to duplication
Some plugins might create a new registry or try to register a component that is already registered. This moved the actual registry to the window object and makes the ComponentRegistry class an interface for it. It also allows registering the same component multiple times without erroring.

History
#1 - 01/21/2020 02:01 PM - The Foreman Bot
  - Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
  - Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7376 added

#2 - 01/21/2020 04:01 PM - The Foreman Bot
  - Fixed in Releases 2.0.0 added

#3 - 01/21/2020 05:01 PM - Tomer Brisker
  - Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 43dfbf08dc765ce2e56009d86635e3fba5f6e8c.